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We address a connection between the energy evolution of the polygonal light-like Wilson expo-
nentials and the geometry of the loop space with the gauge invariant Wilson loops of a variety
of shapes being the fundamental degrees of freedom. The renormalization properties and the
differential area evolution of these Wilson polygons are studied by making use of the universal
Schwinger quantum dynamical approach. We discuss the appropriateness of the dynamical dif-
ferential equations in the loop space to the study of the energy evolution of the collinear and
transverse-momentum dependent parton distribution functions.
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1. Introduction
A standard transverse momentum dependent parton density function (or TMD for short) can
be defined as:
f (x,k⊥) = 12
∫ dz−d2z⊥
2pi(2pi)2
eik·z 〈P,S| ψ¯(z)U†(z;∞)ΓU(∞;0)ψ(0) |P,S〉
∣∣∣
z+=0
(1.1)
where the Wilson lines are split into their longitudinal and transversal parts:
U(∞,0) =U(∞−,∞⊥;∞−,0⊥)U(∞−,0⊥;0−,0⊥) (1.2)
= P exp
[
−ig
∫
∞
0
dz⊥ A⊥(∞−,z⊥)
]
P exp
[
−ig
∫
∞
0
dz− A+(z−,0⊥)
]
.
For a general discussion on TMDs and Wilson lines see [1 – 4]. TMDs have a complex singularity
structure, and especially light-like singularities, coming from segments that lie on the light-cone,
are difficult to treat (see [5]). Overlapping divergences will manifest themselves as terms of the
order 1/ε2, where ε is the regulator used in dimensional regularisation. These will give the only
contribution to the evolution equations, which are governed by the cusp anomalous dimension. The
latter is given by [6 – 8]
Γcusp =
αsCF
pi
(χ coth χ −1) on-LC−→ αs CF
pi
(1.3)
where χ is the cusp angle. In the on-LC limit we have χ → ∞, making the cusp anomalous dimen-
sion independent on χ (often referred to as a ‘hidden cusp’).1
2. Wilson loops and loop space
A Wilson loop is a trace of a Wilson line on a closed path, evaluated in the ground state:
W [C] = 1
Nc
tr 〈0|P exp
[
ig
∮
C
dzµAaµ(z)ta
]
|0〉 (2.1)
where C is any closed path and Aaµ is the (non-Abelian) gauge field. This loop is a pure phase,
transforming coordinate dependence into path dependence. By extending the definition of Wilson
loops, they can be used as elementary building bricks to completely recast QCD in loop space
[9 – 11]. A n-th order Wilson loop (consisting of n sub-loops) then becomes
Wn(C1, . . . ,Cn) = 〈0|Φ(C1) . . .Φ(Cn) |0〉 , (2.2)
Φ(C) = 1
Nc
tr P exp
[
ig
∮
C
dzµAµ(z)
]
. (2.3)
Note that all gauge kinematics are encoded in a W1 loop. All gauge dynamics on the other hand are
governed by a set of geometrical evolution equations, the Makeenko-Migdal equations [12]:
∂ ν δδσµν(x)
W1(C) = g2Nc
∮
C
dzµδ (4) (x− z)W2(Cxz Czx). (2.4)
1Actually it becomes infinite, but will be renormalised to the factor in front of the double pole.
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Of special importance are the two geometrical operations introduced in the Makeenko-Migdal
equations, namely the path derivative ∂µ and the area derivative δδσµν (x) [12]:
∂µΦ(C) = lim
|δxµ |→0
Φ(δx−1µ C δxµ)−Φ(C)∣∣δxµ ∣∣ , (2.5)
δ
δσµν(x)
Φ(C) = lim
|δσµν (x)|→0
Φ(C δC)−Φ(C)∣∣δσµν(x)∣∣ . (2.6)
There are a few limitations to the Makeenko-Migdal equations. They are not closed since the
evolution of W1 depends on W2. But more severe, the evolution equations are derived by applying
the Schwinger-Dyson methodology on the Mandelstam formula
δ
δσµν(x)
Φ(C) = ig tr{FµνΦ(Cx)} (2.7)
and using the Stokes’ theorem. It is not certain that these, as well as the area derivative, are
well-defined for any type of path. In particular contours containing cusps can lead to problematic
behaviour, as it is not straightforward to define continuous area differentiation inside a cusp, nor it
is to continuously deform a contour in a general topology [13 – 20].
3. Evolution of rectangular Wilson loops
x1
x2 x3
x4
v1
v2
v3
v4
Figure 1: Parametrisation of a rectangular Wilson loop in coordinate space.
In order to avoid using non-rigorously defined methods to describe the evolution of Wilson
loops, we turn our attention to different classes of contours, based on their geometrical structure,
and treat the evolution on a case-by-case basis. In this paper, we will investigate a rectangular con-
tour with light-like segments on the null-plane, as depicted in fig. (1). We aim to relate its evolution
to a geometric evolution, inspired on previous work by [21]. The segment lengths vi = xi − xi+1
are light-like (v2i = 0) and on the null-plane (v⊥ = 0). To investigate its singularity structure, we
evaluate the loop (2.1) at one loop level in coordinate space [22]:
WL.O. = 1−
αsCF
pi
(
2piµ2
)ε Γ(1− ε)[ 1
ε2
(
−
s
2
)ε
+
1
ε2
(
−
t
2
)ε
−
1
2
ln2 s
t
]
(3.1)
where s and t are the Mandelstam energy/rapidity variables. Then the evolution at leading order is:
d
dln µ
d
dlnsWL.O =−2
αsCF
pi
=−2Γcusp (3.2)
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where we recognise the cusp anomalous dimension in the light-cone limit from (1.3). Next we
introduce the area variable Σ ≡ v− · v+ = 12s,
δ
δ lnΣ = σµν
δ
δσµν . Replacing s by Σ in equation (3.2)
gives −4Γcusp. Motivated by this, we conjecture a general evolution equation for light-like polygon
Wilson loops on the null-plane:
d
d ln µ
[
σµν
δ
δσµν
lnW
]
=−∑
i
Γcusp. (3.3)
Note that this equation is in perfect agreement with the non-Abelian exponentiation theorem:
W = exp
[
∑
k=1
αks Ck (W )Fk (W )
]
(3.4)
where Ck ∼CFNk−1c and the summation goes over all ‘webs’ Fk, see [23].
4. Relation to TMDs
Besides for light-like rectangular Wilson loops, equation (3.3) is expected to be valid for light-
like TMDs, as they possess the same singularity structure. The area variable then gets replaced by
the rapidity variable θ . This gives
d
d ln µ
d
dlnθ ln f (x,k⊥) = 2Γcusp. (4.1)
The minus disappeared because θ ∼ Σ−1, and there is a factor of 2 since we have two (hidden)
cusps. Note that this result is very similar to the Collins-Soper evolution equations for off-LC
TMDs. We can use the derived formula to get evolution equations for other similar objects, like the
Π-shape Wilson (semi-)loop which has the evolution
d
d ln µ
d
dlnσ lnWΠ =−2Γcusp, (4.2)
which is consistent with its two cusps (see [19] for a more detailed analysis). Another example is
the evolution of TMDs at large-xb, see [15].
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